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REMO RMC – Recreation Music Center 

 

 

 

History. In 2007, Remo Belli purposefully visited music therapist Judith Pinkerton in Las Vegas, Nevada 

because he wanted to benefit the community where he used to drum in shows with major entertainers 

(1940’s). At ChildHaven, he witnessed one of Judith’s music therapy interns exclaiming that the REMO 

drums were too loud and wishing they were not so loud because she was losing her voice working with 

abandoned, neglected and abused children. Out of that encounter Remo created the NSL (“Not So Loud”) 

drum series, which evolved into REMO’s Comfort Sound Technology. Remo and Ami Belli supported and 

attended Judith’s nonprofit event with specially designed Sound Shapes gifted to every attendee. Next, 

REMO engaged Judith and her composer/arranger Jeffrey Neiman to create the Stress Brake CD for the 

innovative Aroma Drum Stress Management System invented by Alyssa Janney. This creative work 

embedded Music4Life’s Music Medicine Protocol into the sequence of instrumental music for wellness 

listening while drumming on the Aroma Drum which releases distinctive essential oil aromas. 

In 2012, Judith requested assistance from REMO to create the seventh RMC on the planet, located at 

Music4Life. Since then, thousands of people of all ages have enjoyed the significant impact community, 

employee teams, conference keynotes and clinical drum circles have made on personal wellness. Thematic 

drum circles have included HealthRhythms, Village Music Circles, Halloween, DrumSTRONG, Full Moon, 

Drummunication, Mickey Hart, and many others. Featured Drum Circle Facilitators have included Arthur 

Hull, John Fitzgerald, Idris Hester, Ann Lambert Vannoy, Jeffrey Trower, G Eric Miles, and “LA” Linda Austin. 

After seven robust years of Music4Life residing on Solutions Wellness Campus, American Addiction Centers 

swiftly dissolved the entire campus (February, 2019) and Music4Life was forced to quickly store all RMC 

equipment: and then there was the COVID Pandemic. Since 2019, Music4Life has focused on development 

and expansion of virtual trainings, programs, EBP curriculum, products, and now the patented Key2MEE™ 

Music APP (release 2024).  Now that drum circles are back in demand, it has become impossible for 

Music4Life to also focus on the REMO RMC. 

 

Out of deep respect for Remo Belli, RIP (1927-2016) and his company 

REMO.com’s vision for rhythm supporting wellness, Music4Life plans to sell 

the very large body of drumming equipment and marketing tools to the 

ideal Drum Circle Facilitator who intends to powerfully impact people’s 

wellness, preferably in Clark County, Nevada.  

https://remo.com/profile/music4life

